Incentivizing education: Seeing schoolwork as an investment, not a chore
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Abstract

Most American children expect to attend college but because they do not necessarily spend much time on schoolwork, they may fail to reach their imagined "college-bound" future self. The proposed identity-based motivation model helps explain why this gap occurs: imagined "college-bound" identities cue school-focused behavior if they are salient and feel relevant to current choice options, not otherwise. Two studies with predominately low-income and African American middle school students support this prediction. Almost all of the students expect to attend college, but only half describe education-dependent (e.g., law, medicine) adult identities. Having education-dependent rather than education-independent adult identities (e.g., sports, entertainment) predicts better grades over time, controlling for prior grade point average (Study 1). To demonstrate causality, salience of education-dependent vs. education-independent adult identities was experimentally manipulated. Children who considered education-dependent adult identities (vs. education-independent ones) were eight times more likely to complete a take-home extra-credit assignment (Study 2).

Introduction

Sports, video games, or homework? A variety of choices compete for children's time and attention. Children are unlikely to succeed academically if schoolwork consistently fails to be chosen, yet they may under invest in schoolwork even while desiring school success. For example, when asked how far they expect to go in school, most children in their last year of middle school report future identities perceived as education-independent will not cue school-focused choices. In contrast, identities feel, consciously or nonconsciously, education-dependent if this effort feels like an investment toward attaining an education-dependent future identity, and not like a future identity-irrelevant chore. Because adolescent future identities are career and wage-earner focused (Erikson, 1963), when these future identities feel, consciously or nonconsciously, education-dependent they are more likely to incentivize effort in school. In contrast, future identities perceived as education-independent will not cue school-focused choices.

For several reasons, having a chronically or situationally salient education-dependent future identity is unlikely for low-income and minority children. First, these children are likely to grow up in neighborhoods with higher than average unemployment and poverty (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2009); Such neighborhoods are often segregated, providing very limited exposure to adults who are college graduates (Adelman & Gocker, 2007; Krivo, Peterson, Rizzo, & Reynolds, 1998), making salient instead the possible adult identity of becoming a paid worker who can earn a living and support a family (Bowlby, Evans, & Mohammad, 2006).

With regard to the gap between college-bound identities and school-focused behavioral choices, the identity-based motivation model yields the following predictions. First, having a college-bound imagined future does not necessarily predict behavior because this possible future identity may not be salient when choices are made. Second, children are more likely to expend effort on school if this effort feels like an investment toward attaining an education-dependent future identity, and not like a future identity-irrelevant chore. Because adolescent future identities are career and wage-earner focused (Erikson, 1963), when these future identities feel, consciously or nonconsciously, education-dependent they are more likely to incentivize effort in school. In contrast, future identities perceived as education-independent will not cue school-focused choices.
Two studies demonstrate the effect of salient education-dependent vs. education-independent adult possible identities on current education-focused choices. Replicating survey results, Study 1 demonstrates that low-income children expect to attend college. Moving beyond prior research, Study 1 then demonstrates that when education-dependent adult future identities are chronically salient, children’s school outcomes improve. Study 2 uses a subtle experimental manipulation to demonstrate the causal impact of salient adult future identities. Children led to focus on a future identity that feels dependent on education should engage in school more than children led to focus on a future identity that feels independent of education.

Study 1

We hypothesized that children would invest more effort in school and attain better grades over time if education-dependent rather than education-independent adult identities were salient. We operationalized salience as education-dependent (vs. education-independent) descriptions of adult possible identities, testing our hypothesis with two outcome variables – time spent on homework and end-of-term grade point average, controlling for prior grades.

Sample and procedure

Eighth graders from three Detroit middle schools (n = 266, 72% African American, 17% Latino, 11% White) serving high poverty (54.1% of households below poverty line; two-thirds receiving free/reduced price school lunches) and high unemployment neighborhoods (43.4% of adults were employed, US Census Bureau, 1998; Mickelson, 1990; Pahl, 1988). Second, these neighborhoods are “media saturated”, providing vivid models of adult identities that seem education-independent, such as professional athletes and entertainers (Roberts, 2000). Low-income minority children watch more television than higher income white children (Christiansen, 1979) and report drawing future identities from television personalities and the roles they play (Boon & Lomore, 2001; King & Multon, 1996). As a consequence, their college-bound possible identities are unlikely to be contextually cued and cued adult identities are unlikely to feel education-dependent. Indeed, there is some evidence that for minority students, school focus decreases when primed with education-independent rather than education-dependent media icons (Fryberg, Markus, Oyserman, & Stone, 2008). Following the identity-based motivation model, having a college-bound possible identity is unlikely to matter if it is never salient and more chronically salient adult identities, including careers, will only evolve increased investment in school if they are conceptualized as education-dependent (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Two studies demonstrate the effect of salient education-dependent vs. education-independent adult possible identities on current education-focused choices. Replicating survey results, Study 1 demonstrates that low-income children expect to attend college. Moving beyond prior research, Study 1 then demonstrates that when education-dependent adult future identities are chronically salient, children’s school outcomes improve. Study 2 uses a subtle experimental manipulation to demonstrate the causal impact of salient adult future identities. Children led to focus on a future identity that feels dependent on education should engage in school more than children led to focus on a future identity that feels independent of education.

Results and discussion

Replicating national survey responses, almost all children had very high educational expectations. Nine of 10 (88.8%) expected to attend at least a two-year college. Very few (8.8%) expected to attain a high school degree or less. However, only half of children (46%) expected an education-dependent adult identity (54% expected an education-independent adult identity) and this difference mattered. Children invested more time on homework and got better grades over time when their adult identity was education-dependent rather than education-independent. Though statistically marginally associated with planned effort (education-dependent M = 4.11, SD = 1.81 vs. education-independent M = 3.73, SD = 1.98), F(1, 264) = 2.74, p = .10; the effect of education-dependent future identity (M = 2.37, SD = .73, vs. education-independent M = 2.10, SD = .80) on grades was statistically significant (F(1, 264) = 7.83, p < .01) even when controlling for baseline grades (F(1, 263) = 5.19, p < .05). Children who envisioned an education-dependent adult identity were more likely to invest current effort in schoolwork than those who did not and these efforts paid off in better grades.

Study 1’s strengths were in yielding important findings about the spontaneous salience of education-dependent adult identities (2000) participated as part of a larger study. Students encountered the following prompt: “The next questions are about the job you see yourself having as an adult. Think about yourself as an adult, what job do you think you’ll have (if more than one, you can answer for the job you feel you will be most likely to have). What will you be doing in 10 years?” Responses were content coded to distinguish education-dependent adult identities that mentioned school (e.g., “Going to college and starting a new career as an engineer”) from education-independent adult identities that did not mention school (e.g., “I will be playing professional soccer or football”).

Children indicated weekly homework time (8-point response scale: 0 = 0 h a week, to 7 = more than 10 h a week, M = 3.91, SD = 1.91, 4 = 2–3 h a week of homework) and how far they expected to go to in school (1 = attend high school, to 6 = attend 2-year or community college, 7 = attend 4-year college 8 = attend graduate or professional school, Md = 8, Mode = 8, M = 7.00, SD = 2.00). Baseline and end-of-term grade point average (GPA) were obtained. Data were collected at the start of the academic year. Therefore at baseline school records could not be used. The baseline measure (“What grades do you usually get”) was self-reported on a 9-point response (0 = mostly Fs to 8 = mostly As, M = 5.63, SD = 1.53), where 6 = mostly B’s. End-of-term GPA was obtained from school records (0–4 point scale, M = 2.22, SD = .78, where 2.0 is a C).
and the temporal effect of these identities on school grades as obtained from school records. However, Study 1 was limited in a number of ways. First the measure of effort was self-reported. Second, we measured rather than manipulated the salience of education-dependent adult identities. To establish causality, in Study 2 our goal was to experimentally manipulate salience, conceptually replicate behavioral self-report results, and demonstrate an effect on actual behavior in natural context.

**Study 2**

We hypothesized that children would invest more effort in school if education-dependent, not education-independent, adult identities were salient. We focused on a central component of identity in adolescence, future wage-earning careers (Erikson, 1963). We experimentally manipulated whether these futures would feel education-dependent or education-independent and assessed effects on both planned effort (time spent on homework) and actual effort (completion of an extra-credit assignment) controlling for prior grades.

**Sample and procedure**

A cohort of seventh-grade children (n = 295, African American 57%, White 29%, Biracial/Other/No response 12%, Latino 2%) in a Detroit-area middle school (61% eligible for free/reduced lunch) participated in their science classrooms (two science classrooms and five class periods). Science classrooms were not achievement tracked and all children participated on the same day. Each teacher agreed to assign students an extra-credit assignment relevant to current class material (unrelated to the experiment) at the end of the class period.

Teacher and condition were not confounded – children were randomly assigned to condition (education-dependent, education-independent) by class period across both classrooms. In each class period, the teacher briefly introduced the experimenter as a visitor from a local university, distributing career-related information. Students were also told that they would be asked to complete a short survey they indicated gender and student number. Then the survey they indicated gender and student number. Then the experimenter thanked the class and left, ostensibly ending the study.

**Planned effort** was operationalized as two critical items (homework and study time, M = 1.50, SD = 1.43, r = .81) embedded in fillers (watching TV, listening to music, playing video games, playing sports, using the computer) in the survey of everyday behaviors (to avoid demand effects). **Actual effort** was operationalized as whether children handed in their extra-credit assignment the next day, at which time, all classes were debriefed and provided with information focusing on the benefits of a college education.

To assess actual effort uncontaminated by condition, teachers were simply asked to hand out course-relevant extra-credit, remaining blind to condition and hypotheses. We did not set what the extra-credit would be and assumed it would be the same assignment across class periods. However, due to budget constraints, teachers simply used copies of worksheets they already had on hand so that class periods received different worksheets. One teacher handed different worksheets for all five class periods and the other teacher handed out different worksheets for three class periods then ran out of worksheets and assigned a written topic with instructions to be copied from the board, conflating assignment and condition in all but these latter two class periods (N = 61), one in the education-dependent and the other in the education-independent condition.

**Results and discussion**

When adult identities were presented as education-dependent, children invested more effort in school (planned effort M = 1.67, SD = 1.60 vs. M = 1.24, SD = 1.08, F(1,293) = 6.34, p < .05, actual effort logistic regression β = 2.25, SE = 1.13, p < .05). Actual effort increased almost eightfold (23.33% vs. 3.23%). The positive effect of salient education-dependent futures remained even after we added controls for teacher (for planned effort), prior GPA, and gender (planned effort F(1,221) = 4.72, p < .05, actual effort β = 2.21, SE = 1.10, p < .05).1

**General discussion**

Children commonly imagine college-bound future identities but these identities do not necessarily translate into investment in schoolwork (e.g., Harris, 2008; Mello, 2009; Trusty, 2000). In two studies, we predicted and found that effort in school increased when salient adult identities felt education-dependent (not education-independent). Study 1 demonstrated that almost all children expected to attend college but only about half had adult wage-earning identities that were education-dependent. Moreover, children planned to spend more time on schoolwork and in fact attained better grade point averages (controlling for baseline grades) when their adult wage-earning identities were education-dependent, not education-independent. To test the causal effect of salient education-dependent wage-earning identities in Study 2, we manipulated which identity was salient. In the education-dependent condition wage-earning increased with education, in the education-independent condition wage-earning was not explicitly education-linked. As predicted, when the future felt education-dependent, children planned to study more and most impressively, in this condition, eight times as many children went home and actually did an extra-credit assignment.

Our studies were conducted in field settings and assessed actual school-related behaviors. Their strength is the combination of

---

1 Priming focused children’s attention on schoolwork, not away from any particular alternative activity (item-level p < .02). Some of these alternative activities varied by gender but gender had no effect (main or interaction) on planned or actual school effort.
ecological validity (Study 1) and internal validity (Study 2). Together, our findings argue for the powerful effect of considering the distal future (adult wage-earning identity) as linked to the proximal future (youth student identity) and for the ability of a small manipulation to make this link salient even in the face of many competing influences. Of course any set of studies also carries limitations and future research may be necessary to determine how students understood the material and explicitly quantify the effect of the manipulation on student identities. Also, while assignment to condition by classroom helped the experimenter gain the full attention of a class of students and results were robust to control for prior academic attainment, operationalized as GPA, assignment at the individual level (e.g., through writing or individualized presentation) can help determine how children process this information and demonstrate further stability of this effect.

In addition to demonstrating the need to prime education-dependent future identities, our results also inform an ongoing debate regarding the academic value of athletic participation for low-income and minority youth. Despite apparent benefits for academic achievement and outcomes for more privileged youth, national survey data do not yield positive effects of athletic participation for urban and minority youth (Eitle, 2005; Fauth, Roth, & Brooks-Gunn, 2007; Melnick, Sabo, & Vanfossen, 1992b; Sabo, Melnick, & Vanfossen, 1993) or female and rural Latino youth (Melnick, Sabo, & Vanfossen, 1992a; Troutman & Dufur, 2007). Our results are congruent with these analyses, implying that for low-income and minority children, sports do not necessarily cue school-focused effort. Future studies are needed to understand when sports cue education-dependent vs. education-independent adult identities.

Studies 1 and 2, together with results of a randomized clinical trial (Oyserman et al., 2006), demonstrate the power of subtle cues in framing whether school-focused effort feels identity congruent or not and highlight the power of small interventions to influence low-income and minority children’s school-focused future identities and subsequently their grades over time. Children are more likely to engage in current school-focused effort when adult wage-earning identities feel education-dependent, linking proximal and distal future identities to current effort. Failing to see connections between adult identities and current action puts children at risk of low school-focused effort. Waiting until low-income and minority children are in high school to make connections to college-bound programs increases the chance that they will already be too far behind to make a college-bound future viable.
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